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TEASER

FADE IN:

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

DREW and CHESS are curled up on the couch in front of the
TV. They're watching one of the trashier horror movies:

CHESS
Come on, girl, don't go out into
the garage alone! There is a killer
on the loose with a chainsaw!

Drew chuckles.

CHESS (CONT'D)
God, I love horror movies but I've
seen No More Rain and this cute
little B-movie, my dear, is not
nearly as good as No More Rain.

DREW
I dunno, I thought that one was
kind of... umm...

He trails off, lost in thought as he fiddles with his phone.
Chess gives him a light SMACK.

CHESS
Is this movie night or the Sunset
Valley Textathon?

DREW
Sorry, just... distracted.

CHESS
Boy drama?

DREW
More the conspicuous lack thereof.

Chess pauses the movie and offers him her widest grin.

CHESS
Your love life is about a thousand
times more entertaining than this
movie anyway. What's the sitch,
bitch?

DREW
They're all ignoring my texts. I
mean, I guessed they'd be weird
because of the photos but, I dunno,
I'm getting nothing out of any of
them.
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CHESS
I thought you wanted the silent
treatment.

DREW
Correction: I wanted the unwashed
masses to stop tracking my every
move!

(sighs)
I'm probably coming off as the
scary clingy guy now. Everything
sucks.

Chess thinks, nods.

DREW (CONT'D)
Hey, have you seen Brandon since
the party? He hasn't been at school
and I'm pretty sure he's changed
his number because none of my calls
are...

He spots Chess' smirk and stops, raising an eyebrow.

CHESS
Looks like you're tracking
somebody's every move now. Nursing
a crush on our resident bad boy
after all?

DREW
Oh hell to the no. Replacing Alice?
No thanks!

(beat)
The dude told me he loved me though,
it's just kind of a big deal.

CHESS
I wouldn't know much about that.

(wicked)
I mean, I've got so many guys
throwing themselves at me I've
lost count.

DREW
Yeah, all hail the queen of the
schoolyard handjob.

CHESS
Hey! I view handjobs with the
deepest solemnity! Now turn the
movie back on before I start weeping
over your romantic suffering.

Drew just chuckles and does as she says. He deliberately
throws his cell phone as far away as possible.
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INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CORRIDOR - THE NEXT DAY

Drew makes his way down the hall, all too aware of the
fact everybody seems to be staring.

DREW (V.O.)
It's nice to have someone in your
corner even when everyone else has
their back to you but Chess, as
much as I love her, isn't a guy.

(beat)
Sidebar, Chess as a man? Yeah, I'd
go there.

Drew notices KIAN, who very quickly diverts his gaze into
his locker as Drew passes.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Anyway, as much as I like being in
the background... I miss my men.
All three of 'em.

Drew passes ISAAC, who is tongue deep in a girl's throat.
Neither of them makes a move to come up for oxygen any
time soon. Drew winces and hurries past.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Especially Isaac but I'm pretty
sure he doesn't even remember we
were together.

Drew glances at Brandon's locker but he's a no show.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Though at least with Isaac, I don't
have to worry he's dead in a ditch
if I don't see him in class.

Drew approaches his locker and slows down. Stops.

Scrawled across it in red marker: SLUT.

Drew stops, stares at it.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Well fuck you too, Sunset Valley
High. Starting to wonder why I
should bother finishing out the
school day...

A DING from his phone: ONE NEW MESSAGE.

He frowns, pressing the phone to his ear. The dulcet tones
of Brandon, drunk off his ass, regale his ears:

BRANDON (V.O.)
Heeeeeeeeey Drew.
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DREW (V.O.)
Shit.

BRANDON (V.O.)
I'm not.... Feeling that great. I
don't know, everything's kind of...
wavy. Can you come get me? The
trees are acting funny...

Drew frowns, worried. The BELL rings, pulling the students
towards their classrooms.

Drew takes his bag and walks straight out of school as we:

BLACK OUT.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

EXT. THE WOODS - DAY

Drew stumbles through the woods, backpack in tow. He's
grumbling:

DREW
He couldn't pass out at home or
school, no! He just had to go on a
frigging walkabout first!

He makes his way, hopping over bushes and ducking under
branches. He TRIPS and falls flat on his face!

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Fuck everything.

He sighs, pulling himself onto his knees and sees:

EXT. THE WOODS - BRANDON'S HIDEAWAY - DAY

A sad little home away from home: weathered folding chairs,
more than a handful of stray beer and vodka bottles, a
dead campfire, and a tent that looks like it got into a
fistfight with a whirlwind.

And then there's BRANDON himself, face down on the ground
in the middle of the clearing.

DREW
Fuck.

Drew rushes to him, setting his backpack aside and looking
him over. Brandon seems unhurt, just out of it.

Drew sighs. Kneeling down, he loops his arms under Brandon's
and pulls him up.

Struggling under Brandon's dead weight, with the larger
boy GROANING in his ear, Drew makes his way to one of the
chairs and dumps Brandon onto it.

Drew looks him over. Pulls a water bottle from his backpack.
Moves back to Brandon and gives his cheek a light SLAP to
wake him up.

Brandon's eyes flutter open. He sees Drew and scowls.

BRANDON
(dazed)

The hell are you doing here?

Drew tosses the water bottle at Brandon's chest, hitting
with a THUD.
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DREW
Better hydrate. You sound like you
swallowed the Sahara.

Brandon, reluctant but thirsty, downs the bottle in a few
gulps and then throws it right back. With surprisingly
good reflexes, Drew catches it.

DREW (CONT'D)
And I'm here because you called
me, though I'm pretty sure half
the message you left me was
literally in Greek.

BRANDON
(beat)

Romanian, actually. My granddad
taught me. I usually ramble in
Romanian when I'm out of it.

DREW
(blinks)

Oh. Good to know.

BRANDON
Anyhow, a most sincere thanks for
all the water and sarcasm, but I'm
good to go. You can go back to
playing tonsil hockey with your
boyfriend.

Brandon pulls himself from the chair - barely - and heads
out into the woods. Drew scowls, follows.

DREW
Hey, genius, my car is that way.

BRANDON
Which is why I'm walking the
opposite direction. You not able
to take a hint?

DREW
Yeah, I'm pretty sure if I leave
you alone you'll end up dead or
worse, at school.

That pulls a dark chuckle out of Brandon as he pushes
forward into the brush.

BRANDON
Look, you go back. I've got shit
to do.

DREW
I'm pretty sure getting high and
jerking off in the middle of the
woods can wait until you've
recovered from last night.
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BRANDON
I'm walking, I'm talking. What
more do you want?

With a growl, Drew starts to follow him.

DREW
Do you want me to play you the
ridiculous message you left me?
You spent ten minutes talking about
Pogs, Brandon.

BRANDON
Well, you don't have to worry now,
so just fuck off and get back to
your happy, problem-free life.

DREW
Sue me for being worried! You
haven't been in school for days,
half the time I'm worried you're
dead.

(exasperated)
You're a Senior, believe it or
not, this year actually matters!
This is your whole life you're
throwing away!

Brandon angrily SWATS a branch out of his way.

BRANDON
I don't owe you shit, so stop
following me.

DREW
Owe me? I was kind of hoping we
were friends.

Brandon turns, his face twisted in anger.

BRANDON
Really? You thought that?

DREW
I understand that getting outed at
school is a big deal to you-

BRANDON
No fucking kidding.

DREW
But this is how you deal with it?
Getting so drunk you don't even
know where you are? Even before
the photo was posted, though - all
the fights with Isaac, hitting him
with your car. What is that?
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BRANDON
You think I owe you an explanation?
You think I owe you anything? I
don't want to be your little pet
project, Cunningham, and I sure as
hell don't want your pity!

DREW
Why the hell are you so angry at
me? What did I ever do to you?

Brandon stops, his eyes wide with overwhelming feeling.
And then, with a loud YELL, he KICKS at a nearby LOG,
sending it spiraling off into the air!

DREW (CONT'D)
What the hell is wrong with you?!

BRANDON
You don't get it, okay? You don't
and you never will!

Brandon steps back, breathing heavily. Drew just stares at
him, fear in his eyes.

DREW
I'm sorry, Brandon, I don't feel
the same way about you.

Brandon runs one hand through his hair, stepping back on
one foot as if struck.

BRANDON
Yeah, yeah of course. Again, the
fucking push and pull with you.
Drew, when are you going to make
up your fucking mind? Do you want
me or not?

That's when it clicks for Drew and he pulls back even
further, his fear turning to frustration.

DREW
When did I pull you? I've been
clear from day one that I'm not
interested!

Brandon stops. Looks into Drew's eyes, searching for a
lie. Drew shrugs.

BRANDON
I guess you've got to get back to
your little boyfriend then, huh?
Figures you'd go for the school
slut. Common interests and all.

Drew can't help but laugh loudly and mockingly.
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DREW
Wow, real mature of you! Besides,
me and Isaac aren't together anymore
and this isn't even about him,
it's about you!

Brandon steps forward, giving Drew a small SHOVE with the
tips of his fingers. Drew's back hits the tree.

BRANDON
(growls)

What makes you think I need a
friend?

Brandon turns and heads into the trees, leaving Drew alone.
He couldn't look any more frustrated.

EXT. THE WOODS - EDGE OF THE WOODS - DAY

Drew breaks out of the trees to the road, where his car is
parked. He tosses his bag into the car.

Stops. Sighs.

DREW (V.O.)
My mom says I'm a really good
person. Once, just once, I wish I
could just be a shitty dude.

(beat)
Maybe I'll give it a go. Tomorrow.

With a sigh, Drew grabs his bag again and heads back into
the woods.

EXT. THE WOODS - BRANDON'S HIDEAWAY - DAY

Brandon sits in the folding chair, looking worse for wear.
He grabs a water bottle, opens and sniffs it - water or
vodka? - and, whatever it is, he takes a swig.

Across the clearing, the trees part to reveal AVALON, a
pale blonde with a smirk and a messenger bag of goodies.

AVALON
Wow, Brandon. You look like shit.

Brandon gives her a wry chuckle and pulls himself out of
the folding chair. He strides over to her, comfortable in
her presence.

BRANDON
And you look gorgeous as ever,
Avalon.

AVALON
Flattery will get you anything -
except a discount.
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BRANDON
(smiles)

Fair.

Brandon seems to have wiped away all his raw emotion and,
though he still looks like he survived a tsunami, has
adopted a cool confidence.

AVALON
I heard the news around SVH. Bummer.
You seen pretty sprightly
considering.

BRANDON
(smirks)

What, that pic of me kissing BJ? I
mean, I figured making out with
that slut was mandatory, so I
figured I'd get it over with early.

Avalon stares at him long and hard for a few seconds, a
smile pulling at the corners of her lips.

AVALON
Cute. You know, you're much more
handsome when you're being a prick.

BRANDON
(winks)

Hey, just cause they posted that
pic of me kissing a dude doesn't
stop you'n me from going steady.

AVALON
(smiles)

What do you call what we're doing
now, then?

BRANDON
Touche. What you got for me?

Avalon reaches into her bag and pulls out a PACKAGE, tightly
wrapped in brown paper.

AVALON
Got a little bit of your favorite
here. Usual price.

BRANDON
Marry me.

AVALON
Maybe next time, slugger.

(slow)
Look, don't use it all at once,
alright? You look like a stiff
wind could bowl you over.
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BRANDON
Av, you're familiar with my hall
of fame when it comes to blackouts.
Waking up on the school roof? That
time I tripped balls and thought
Mr. Bell was Thor?

AVALON
Yeah, you're up on two feet this
time. Still, I've never seen you
so okay and awake and yet still so
utterly fucked.

Brandon chuckles darkly, but shrugs. Hands her a mitt of
cash.

BRANDON
Always a pleasure.

As she hands him the package, she holds onto it for a beat.

AVALON
Seriously. Take care of yourself,
bad boy. You look like a dead man
walking.

(winks)
If you OD out here, imagine what
that will do to my business.

BRANDON
Noted.

AVALON
Also!

She pulls a massive bottle of vodka from her bag.

AVALON (CONT'D)
A little bonus, for my favourite
regular.

She hands it over...

... just as Drew stumbles into the clearing. He freezes.

Avalon looks from Brandon to Drew and back again. Shrugs.

AVALON (CONT'D)
Alright, boys, I'll leave you alone!
Enjoy the product.

She disappears into the trees.

Brandon turns to Drew, and they make eye contact. Awkward.

BLACK OUT.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

EXT. THE WOODS - BRANDON'S HIDEAWAY - LATER

Lounging in the folding chairs, Drew and Brandon pass the
bottle of vodka back and forth between them, both seeming
completely chill.

Above them, a sky full of beautiful STARS light the scene.

DREW
There's something amazing about
the fact that we can still see the
stars. We're looking at light that
has traveled millions of light
years to get here, some from stars
that are already dead.

BRANDON
So basically, the stars are zombies.

Drew chuckles.

DREW
I hadn't thought of it like that.
But, yeah, that's right.

Drew takes a swig of vodka, amused, and hands it over to
Brandon. Brandon takes a drink, pauses, his face pensive.

BRANDON
Hey, Drew?

Drew raises an eyebrow.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
I'm sorry about, you know,
everything I said today. I was--
I was completely fucked up from
last night, basically, but also...

(sighs)
I'm an asshole.

DREW
It's okay. I get it. You got outed
to the whole school and it's my
fault.

BRANDON
How do you figure that?

DREW
If I hadn't kissed you, your life
would be fine right now.

Brandon chuckles and shakes his head. Drew frowns.
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BRANDON
My life was shit before you rolled
into town. You're not too bad,
really.

This provokes a smile from Drew.

DREW
So, now that we've calmed down...
What the hell's been up these past
few days? Especially with Isaac.

BRANDON
First off, hitting Isaac with my
car? Seriously dude, total accident.
I didn't even see him.

Drew nods, finally accepting this as the truth.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
But... I was totally jealous. And
that's why I kept picking on him,
before that. I mean, I find the
kid annoying on a good day, but I
had a hard time not picking fights
when I heard that you guys got
together.

DREW
That's what I don't get, why? I
mean, when this all started we'd
barely even met.

(chuckles)
Was the kiss really that good?

Brandon stares at Drew. Blinks, confused.

BRANDON
Why do you always focus so much on
that kiss? Is that all you remember?

Drew freezes. What?

DREW
Um, was there more to remember?

Brandon winces, as if struck in the chest, and takes a
deep swig from the vodka. Drew stares at him, confused.

BRANDON
(finally)

Nah, don't worry about it.

He passes Drew the bottle and gives him a look: Please
don't push the subject. Drew nods, takes a swig.
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BRANDON (CONT'D)
Anyway... I'm done, with the whole
chasing you, romantic mooning
bullshit. You've been straight
with me, and I respect that.

DREW (V.O.)
About as straight as I can be.

(beat)
Wow, that joke sucked.

Brandon offers him a small smile.

DREW (CONT'D)
Thanks, man. I'm sorry I couldn't...

BRANDON
Don't. You do what you do and we'll
do this whole friend thing. It's
better than nothing at all, right?

Drew stares up at the stars and smiles.

DREW
You know, I was totally terrified
of you when we met. Aside from the
purely physical, god that's a
beautiful body part of my brain,
you were totally intimidating.

BRANDON
That's not exactly an accident. In
sixth grade I threw Joey Green's
Gameboy into the cafeteria's pea
soup, just so nobody would fuck
with me.

Drew laughs heartily at that.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
Yeah, that's right! I was a badass
little fucker as a kid.

The two share a chuckle.

DREW
You know, maybe now that you're
'out', you can be, I dunno, this
guy at school instead of the drunken
gargoyle. Because I really like
the guy you're being right now,
and I think everyone else would
too.

(laughs)
I get that you've got this Bad Boy
thing going on but you're a Senior,
you've only got what, six months
left? You can make those count.

(MORE)
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DREW (CONT'D)
Happy memories and all that stuff,
you know?

BRANDON
Nah. My parent's can't know, man.
I gotta lock that part of me up
tight. I gotta patch things up
with Alice, I dunno. Damage control.

(beat)
But maybe, once in a while, you
and I could hang out? Grab a bottle
of something and shoot the shit?
Hell, bring Chess along.

(grins)
She in the market for a boyfriend?
I'm single now, probably.

DREW
(laughs)

Don't. Please.

Brandon smiles. Finishes off the bottle.

BRANDON
Well, that's the end of the night
for me. See you at school?

Drew, surprised, grins and nods. Both stand. Brandon pulls
back and they're both smiling.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
Alright, you go get your beauty
sleep and I'll see you around.

Brandon turns but Drew reaches out and grabs him.

DREW
Hey, aren't we gonna hug?

Brandon just stares at him. Drew's face is deadly serious
for a few moments before he bursts out LAUGHING.

BRANDON
You're such a fucking loser, man.

(beat)
Stay cool.

DREW
I mean to!

Brandon turns and heads into the darkness, leaving Drew
behind. Drew smiles and then notices something: the package
of DRUGS Brandon bought, left sitting on the ground.

Drew's smile only grows wider. Stashing them in his bag,
Drew heads out as well.
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INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - KITCHEN - NIGHT

Drew enters, bag slung around his shoulder, to find VIV
standing at the counter in her robe, digging into ice cream
with a spoon.

DREW
Mom, you're up late!

VIV
Chess called looking for you.

Drew pauses for a moment, eyeing her nervously.

DREW
What did she tell you?

VIV
(grins)

That you went running off into the
woods for a rendezvous with a hot
bad boy. I'm proud of you, son.
Get that man ass!

DREW
You are ridiculous and I love you
but we didn't-- it was just two
friends hanging out.

(sly)
But his ass is pretty fine, yeah.

Viv gives a SQUEAL and wraps am arm around him, leaning
her cheek against his.

VIV
You are the best thing I ever made.

(sudden)
Now get some sleep, you smell like
a drunk tank.

Drew, laughing, heads to:

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - DREW'S ROOM - NIGHT

Drew launches himself onto his bed, dialing the phone.

INTERCUT with Chess in her own bedroom. She's painting her
nails blood orange. No, I'm just kidding - they're red.

CHESS
Hey bitch. So, how big is he? I've
got a running bet with some girls
that he's over ten inches.

Drew chuckles.

DREW
Nothing happened.

(MORE)
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DREW (CONT'D)
Except some much needed emotional
purging. I didn't even get a hug
goodbye!

CHESS
Sounds like fun, stallion! So, I
can't believe you skipped today, I
have so much to tell you.

A smile pulls at Drew's lips as he gets comfortable on the
bed, resting against his pillows.

DREW
Yeah?

CHESS
So, it turns out one of Alice's
cronies scribbled that thing on
your locker...

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. SCHOOL - CAFETERIA - DAY

The cafeteria is alive with the sound of music! It's like
a scene out of Glee but with better continuity.

Okay, any continuity whatsoever.

CHESS
I retaliated by soaking her gym
towel in IcyHot, and somehow Kian
got entangled in what turned into
this huge prank war we were having,
and then there was a sing-off in
the cafeteria!

Alice and Chess are face-to-face as FOOD starts getting
thrown in the background.

Kian gets hit by flying mashed potato and tripping over
his own feet! It's all very embarrassing.

Isaac's POSSE desperately protect him from flying
vegetables. He covers is face, shrieking into his hands.

CHESS (CONT'D)
And then I punched Alice straight
in the face! It was amazing.

Chess pulls her fist back and PUNCHES Alice square in the
face! She goes down like a light. Is that the expression?

DISSOLVE TO:
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INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - DREW'S ROOM - NIGHT

Back on Drew, lounging on his bed and laughing
uncontrollably.

DREW
I can't believe I missed it! There
better be a bruise tomorrow or I'm
going to be so disappointed!

CHESS
I have a feeling pictures are gonna
end up on Exposed. I might even
make the top story!

They fall into a brief moment of silence before:

DREW
(quiet beat)

Hey, Chess?

CHESS
Yeah?

DREW
When you saw me and Brandon kiss
at that party, did you see, or
hear anything else?

CHESS
Ummm, no. I mean, you guys both
vanished from the party around
1am, I went looking for you and
found you making out in a park.
That's all I saw, though.

Drew nods, thoughtful. Shakes it off.

DREW
So, tell me more about this prank
war? Do I have to beware of Alice
tomorrow?

The smile returns to his lips as they continue to chat.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Brandon approaches his small, beaten up HOUSE on foot,
wearing a wide smile. His headphones in, he's rocking out
to music we can't hear.

INT. PEWTER HOUSE - NIGHT

Brandon enters, kicking off his shoes. Pulls off his
headphones-

And DUCKS as a METAL POT strikes the wall near his head!
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He spins to see his formidable mother GRETCHEN PEWTER
scowling from the doorway into the living room, furious.

GRETCHEN
Where the hell have you been for
the past three days? Because you
haven't been here, and you sure as
hell haven't been at school!

BRANDON
I was-

Brandon stops. Scowls.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
You know what, fuck this. You only
give a shit when they call asking
where I am, so... fuck this.

He charges down the hall, slipping his earbuds back in and
letting the MUSIC overwhelm the noise of his mother yelling
after him. He storms into:

INT. PEWTER HOUSE - BRANDON'S ROOM - NIGHT

Brandon SLAMS the door to his room. He lies down on his
bed, sighing from the day.

Slipping his phone from his pocket, he opens it to the
PHOTO of him and Drew kissing at the party. As he thinks:

EXT. PARK - NIGHT [FLASHBACK]

Brandon and Drew sit on a wooden picnic table, their feet
resting on the seats below. They pass a BOTTLE between
them.

Both are pretty damn drunk by now, having a grand old time,
intoxicated by one another's presence.

DREW
You know... I thought Cali-
California was going to be awesome.
I thought I'd walk in, and own
this fucking school, just like my
last one.

Brandon stares at his shoes while Drew talks.

DREW (CONT'D)
This place is so... Ugh. You know?

BRANDON
(warm)

Stop bitching, asshole. You went
from a place where you were head
bitch to just another cool, beloved
gay. No sympathy. None.
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DREW
Says the sexy closeted bad boy.
Why's it so scary to be out'n proud?
I've been here a whole 18 hours
and not been gay bashed.

Brandon stops. Looks up at the sky. Sighs.

BRANDON
How do your parents deal with it?
Are they cool?

DREW
Yeah, they're cool. Super cool.

(thinks)
Probably a little too cool,
actually.

(laughs)
Anyway, it helps that my boyfriends
and my mom's boyfriends are usually
the same age, but...

BRANDON
(laughs)

See, you see, then, fuck you! Fuck
you and I say that as nicely as I
can.

DREW
There is no nice way to say that!
You are just drunk and jealous!

BRANDON
I am! My mom would kick the shit
out of me if she knew I liked guys.
And thank God my dad's not around
because he would actually straight
up kill me over it.

Drew just stares at him, eyes wide in surprise.

DREW
People like that still exist?

BRANDON
My mom... I love her, but-- no, I
just I hate her but I can't leave
home, so I can't tell her. What
would I do? Where the fuck would I
go? Who would take me in?

Drew stares into Brandon's eyes. Presses a hand to his
cheek. Softly STROKES his stubble. Giggles a little.

DREW
You are so fucking beautiful.

Brandon ducks his head away.
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BRANDON
Obviously but that doesn't help
anything.

DREW
No, I mean... I could.

Brandon blinks, confused. Looks Drew in the eyes.

DREW (CONT'D)
My mom could talk to your mom. Get
your mom to warm up to the scary
world of gayness before she even
knows it's you. I could, fuck,
help you through it.

Brandon looks at Drew like he's a life raft.

DREW (CONT'D)
You're not alone, you've got me
and maybe...

Drew breaks into uncontrollable giggles again.

DREW (CONT'D)
Your arms should be preserved in a
gay museum of some kind-

Brandon surges forward, tipping Drew's face up with his
hand and KISSING him.

Drew is totally into it, wrapping himself all over Brandon.

Brandon leans Drew down onto the table until he's straddling
the smaller boy. Addicted to the feeling of him.

Brandon swings off him, lying next to him on the table. He
shifts onto his side to look Drew in the face.

BRANDON
You really think I can do this?

DREW
I really do.

Drew gives him a kiss, laughs. Brandon pulls him closer.

BRANDON
Maybe, yeah. Why not, right?
Maybe... Maybe it'll all work out.

He kisses Drew's cheek and slips back onto his back. He
slips his hand into Drew's, and stares up at the stars.

For the first time since we've known him, his eyes are
full of HOPE.
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INT. PEWTER HOUSE - BRANDON'S ROOM - NIGHT

Brandon stares at the photo. Sighs.

He puts down his phone and flicks off the LIGHT.

FADE TO BLACK.

END OF SHOW
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